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September 2012 (Undergrad) 
 

PSYC305–Motivation and Leadership–Santos,Franco–September 2012 (Undergrad)
Number of Responses - 12

Instructor Performance

Exceeds
Expectations

Fully Meets
Expectations

Needs
Improvement

Does Not Meet
Expectations

Mean StD

Professionalism
(demeanor, respect for students, responsiveness, degree of preparation)

10 2 0 0 3.83 0.39

Knowledge/Technical Skills
(relevant examples, practical insights, appropriate applications, course objectives)

10 2 0 0 3.83 0.39

Presentation Skills
(organized, clear, summarizes theories and concepts, refers to prior and future topics)

11 1 0 0 3.92 0.29

Student Interaction
(utilizes questioning strategy, probes for understanding, involves students, thought-
provoking)

11 1 0 0 3.92 0.29

Feedback/Communication
(interactive, timely and specific feedback, available office hours)

11 1 0 0 3.92 0.29

Course Evaluation

Exceeds
Expectations

Fully Meets
Expectations

Needs
Improvement

Does Not Meet
Expectations

Mean StD

How would you rate your ability to demonstrate mastery of the Course
Objectives? 8 4 0 0 3.67 0.49

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Mean StD

How likely are you to recommend this course? 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 1 8 10.33 1.50

Not At
All

Likely

         Extremely
Likely

Mean StD

Why did you answer the previous question the way you did? 

Great course, great instructor. (PSYC305-15790-201250UG-C15)
The professor was very interactive he made the class really fun. (PSYC305-15790-201250UG-C15)
It was a very interactive class. The Professor made the topics interesting, lively, and provided examples on how to apply it to our very day life.
(PSYC305-15790-201250UG-C15)
The class was very interesting and motivating and the professor made it fun (PSYC305-15790-201250UG-C15)
The professor did a phenomenal job during the past 7 weeks teaching us. This class has been very influential in my personal life.
(PSYC305-15790-201250UG-C15)
The professor made the class interesting and comprehendable. Most importantly, I enjoyed the class in general. (PSYC305-15790-201250UG-C15)
It was a good learning experience. (PSYC305-15790-201250UG-C15)
I gave it an 8 because I really enjoyed it and think that anyone that would like to learn about becoming a great leader.
(PSYC305-15790-201250UG-C15)
It was a very good class. Prof. Franco taugh the class well and I thouroughly enjoyed my time in his class. (PSYC305-15790-201250UG-C15)
This has been one of the best class I have ever taken! He always kept us engaged and well informed!! I always wanted to come to class and learn! The
lessons were very interesting! great teacher! I am very sad that the semester is over. (PSYC305-15790-201250UG-C15)
I really enjoyed this class and all that I learned from the Professor. The Professor interacted very well with all the students during the lecture and made
every topic interesting that I wanted to learn more. The professor was also very attentive to his students and gave me the motivation to succeed in the
course. (PSYC305-15790-201250UG-C15)

What suggestions would you offer to strengthen this course experience for future students? 

None at this time (PSYC305-15790-201250UG-C15)
If it Speech is not already a requirement for this course, it probably should be listed as such due to the fact that you are presenting a powerpoint almost
every week. (PSYC305-15790-201250UG-C15)
get involved so that you will really understand the course and learn more. (PSYC305-15790-201250UG-C15)
N/A (PSYC305-15790-201250UG-C15)
none. I liked everything about the class. (PSYC305-15790-201250UG-C15)
Nothing, it's good as is. (PSYC305-15790-201250UG-C15)
nothing really. I thought the class went really well and would not want to change anything. (PSYC305-15790-201250UG-C15)
None! He was great! (PSYC305-15790-201250UG-C15)
No suggestions. The Professor was really great at teaching how to stay motivated and what it really means to be a leader.
(PSYC305-15790-201250UG-C15)
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January 2012 (Undergrad) 

SOCS185–Culture and Society–Santos, Franco–January 2012 (Undergrad)
Number of Responses - 21

Instructor Performance Exceeds
Expectations

Fully Meets
Expectations

Needs
Improvement

Does Not Meet
Expectations

Mean StD

Professionalism
(demeanor, respect for students, responsiveness, degree of preparation)

18 3 0 0 3.86 0.36

Knowledge/Technical Skills
(relevant examples, practical insights, appropriate applications, course objectives)

20 1 0 0 3.95 0.22

Presentation Skills
(organized, clear, summarizes theories and concepts, refers to prior and future topics)

19 2 0 0 3.90 0.30

Student Interaction
(utilizes questioning strategy, probes for understanding, involves students, thought-
provoking)

21 0 0 0 4.00 0.00

Feedback/Communication
(interactive, timely and specific feedback, available office hours)

18 3 0 0 3.86 0.36

Course Evaluation Exceeds
Expectations

Fully Meets
Expectations

Needs
Improvement

Does Not Meet
Expectations

Mean StD

How would you rate your ability to demonstrate mastery of the Course
Objectives? 15 6 0 0 3.71 0.46

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Mean StD

How likely are you to recommend this course? 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 3 15 10.52 1.35

Not At
All

Likely

         Extremely
Likely

Mean StD

Why did you answer the previous question the way you did? 

Professor Santos is a very great instructor and always finds ways to tie the class objectives into our own lives so we can understand better. He is the
one who makes this class so much better. (SOCS185-ACC_Y-TCHFALB11-DV_SHEROAK)
I have nothing but good words for Professor Santos. It was a pleasure learning in his classroom. (SOCS185-ACC_Y-TCHFALB11-DV_SHEROAK)
I really enjoyed the class is was interesting and had a lot of useful information (SOCS185-ACC_Y-TCHFALB11-DV_SHEROAK)
n/a (SOCS185-ACC_Y-TCHFALB11-DV_SHEROAK)
I answered the previous question the way I did because students can really learn from this class and it is a good class overall. (SOCS185-ACC_Y-
TCHFALB11-DV_SHEROAK)
HE and the class are extremely educational (SOCS185-ACC_Y-TCHFALB11-DV_SHEROAK)
because i belive that he dose a great job of helping students understand the matiria;l (SOCS185-ACC_Y-TCHFALB11-DV_SHEROAK)
The professor shows a big interest in the students, and interacts with them in a way that the students will relate and better understand the course.
(SOCS185-ACC_Y-TCHFALB11-DV_SHEROAK)
I liked the class because it got me thinking twice about hwo society works and why it works that way today. Very interesting and a great class.
(SOCS185-ACC_Y-TCHFALB11-DV_SHEROAK)
Because sociology has made me look at life in a different way. It basically showed me to think before i act. (SOCS185-ACC_Y-TCHFALB11-
DV_SHEROAK)
I really enjoy taking this course, and learning about society (SOCS185-ACC_Y-TCHFALB11-DV_SHEROAK)
no other way to put it (SOCS185-ACC_Y-TCHFALB11-DV_SHEROAK)
I believe Professor Santos is an intellectual and creative professor. He allows the student to part take in his course in order to understand the material
better. I truly have come to respect this Professor as an equal on many levels and have profound respect for his intellectual curiosity. (SOCS185-ACC_Y-
TCHFALB11-DV_SHEROAK)
Because it depends on what career your taking. (SOCS185-ACC_Y-TCHFALB11-DV_SHEROAK)
The professor handled the class and the material extremely well. (SOCS185-ACC_Y-TCHFALB11-DV_SHEROAK)
Professor Franco are showing his subject knowlege and professionalism (SOCS185-ACC_Y-TCHFALB11-DV_SHEROAK)
Professor Santos, really cares about the students sucess in class. (SOCS185-ACC_Y-TCHFALB11-DV_SHEROAK)
I enjoyed being in this class because it was fun and easy to learn. (SOCS185-ACC_Y-TCHFALB11-DV_SHEROAK)

What suggestions would you offer to strengthen this course experience for future students? 

Keep up the good work. And excellent presntor! (SOCS185-ACC_Y-TCHFALB11-DV_SHEROAK)
NONE (SOCS185-ACC_Y-TCHFALB11-DV_SHEROAK)
n/a (SOCS185-ACC_Y-TCHFALB11-DV_SHEROAK)
I think this class was fine just the way it was. (SOCS185-ACC_Y-TCHFALB11-DV_SHEROAK)
none (SOCS185-ACC_Y-TCHFALB11-DV_SHEROAK)
The only suggestion I would make, would be to change the book. Vital Source is very inconvenient, and causes many problems. I would recommend
either access to the hard copy, or MyScribe. (SOCS185-ACC_Y-TCHFALB11-DV_SHEROAK)
Have more discussions during class, it's great. (SOCS185-ACC_Y-TCHFALB11-DV_SHEROAK)
none (SOCS185-ACC_Y-TCHFALB11-DV_SHEROAK)
Nothing.. Awesome professor (SOCS185-ACC_Y-TCHFALB11-DV_SHEROAK)
None. (SOCS185-ACC_Y-TCHFALB11-DV_SHEROAK)
I suggested that this course very valuable for all and specially for young students. (SOCS185-ACC_Y-TCHFALB11-DV_SHEROAK)
the course needs no improvements. (SOCS185-ACC_Y-TCHFALB11-DV_SHEROAK)
Maybe we could have experimented some of the material we were learning about. (SOCS185-ACC_Y-TCHFALB11-DV_SHEROAK)
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January 2012 (Undergrad) 

PSYC305–Motivation and Leadership–Santos, Franco–Sep 2011 (Undergrad)
Number of Responses - 15

Instructor Performance Exceeds
Expectations

Fully Meets
Expectations

Needs
Improvement

Does Not Meet
Expectations

Mean StD

Professionalism
(demeanor, respect for students, responsiveness, degree of preparation)

8 7 0 0 3.53 0.52

Knowledge/Technical Skills
(relevant examples, practical insights, appropriate applications, course objectives)

10 5 0 0 3.67 0.49

Presentation Skills
(organized, clear, summarizes theories and concepts, refers to prior and future topics)

12 3 0 0 3.80 0.41

Student Interaction
(utilizes questioning strategy, probes for understanding, involves students, thought-
provoking)

8 6 1 0 3.47 0.64

Feedback/Communication
(interactive, timely and specific feedback, available office hours)

8 4 3 0 3.33 0.82

Course Evaluation Exceeds
Expectations

Fully Meets
Expectations

Needs
Improvement

Does Not Meet
Expectations

Mean StD

How would you rate your ability to demonstrate mastery of the Course
Objectives? 6 7 2 0 3.27 0.70

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Mean StD

How likely are you to recommend this course? 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 2 2 8 10.00 1.63

Not At
All

Likely

         Extremely
Likely

Mean StD

Why did you answer the previous question the way you did? 

Class is very interesting. (PSYC305-ACC_P-TCHSUMB11-DV_SHEROAK)
Leadership is important and very interesting topic. The proffespr is very informativ and will allways make you think (PSYC305-ACC_P-TCHSUMB11-
DV_SHEROAK)
This was a very informative class that was taught well. (PSYC305-ACC_P-TCHSUMB11-DV_SHEROAK)
He's a good prof and very knowledgeable (PSYC305-ACC_P-TCHSUMB11-DV_SHEROAK)
This is a fun class and everyone need team work and learn leadership. (PSYC305-ACC_P-TCHSUMB11-DV_SHEROAK)
I answered the question above as I did because this course, is great and with Professor Santos just made it even better. He knows how to keep the class
interesting which makes learning fun for us as well he catches our attention. I like the fact on how we work in groups and we simply learn new things
from one another but most important we learn new things about ourselves.I recommend this course to any student, yet make sure to take with professor
Santos. (PSYC305-ACC_P-TCHSUMB11-DV_SHEROAK)
The class was very interesting subject to learn. Leadership will come in hand in life and would recommend this course to other's. (PSYC305-ACC_P-
TCHSUMB11-DV_SHEROAK)
I never had stopped to think of the many different factors in leading and working as a team. This is a great class for learning how to, and why's about
individuals personalities; including my own personalities. (PSYC305-ACC_P-TCHSUMB11-DV_SHEROAK)
It needs more work and i didn't really understand the class (PSYC305-ACC_P-TCHSUMB11-DV_SHEROAK)
I really learned from the intructor a lot, because he thought me what i needed to know to be a leader in the society. (PSYC305-ACC_P-TCHSUMB11-
DV_SHEROAK)
Course was well organized and exceeded my expectations (PSYC305-ACC_P-TCHSUMB11-DV_SHEROAK)
The class is simple and it helps with losing the fear of public speaking. (PSYC305-ACC_P-TCHSUMB11-DV_SHEROAK)
It takes a strong thinker to take this course. (PSYC305-ACC_P-TCHSUMB11-DV_SHEROAK)
It's a great class. I learned a lot about myself and I definitely recommend it to others. (PSYC305-ACC_P-TCHSUMB11-DV_SHEROAK)

What suggestions would you offer to strengthen this course experience for future students? 

nothing. (PSYC305-ACC_P-TCHSUMB11-DV_SHEROAK)
Feedback time should be faster (PSYC305-ACC_P-TCHSUMB11-DV_SHEROAK)
Nothing. (PSYC305-ACC_P-TCHSUMB11-DV_SHEROAK)
Less homework..more student interaction. (PSYC305-ACC_P-TCHSUMB11-DV_SHEROAK)
This course is find the way it is I do not think it needs any strenghthening to it. Simply just keep up the good work, study and pay attention and you will
benefit from it. (PSYC305-ACC_P-TCHSUMB11-DV_SHEROAK)
nothing comes to mind. (PSYC305-ACC_P-TCHSUMB11-DV_SHEROAK)
I have no suggestions. I like the flow and structure as it is. (PSYC305-ACC_P-TCHSUMB11-DV_SHEROAK)
You don't have to focus the student if they dont want to present or do presentation (PSYC305-ACC_P-TCHSUMB11-DV_SHEROAK)
I sugest that this course most be offer to other students that scare to prove what they can do in the communities. (PSYC305-ACC_P-TCHSUMB11-
DV_SHEROAK)
N/A (PSYC305-ACC_P-TCHSUMB11-DV_SHEROAK)
none (PSYC305-ACC_P-TCHSUMB11-DV_SHEROAK)
I wouldn't have any. (PSYC305-ACC_P-TCHSUMB11-DV_SHEROAK)
No suggestions. (PSYC305-ACC_P-TCHSUMB11-DV_SHEROAK)
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January 2012 (Undergrad) 

PSYC110–Psychology–Santos, Franco–Sep 2011 (Undergrad)
Number of Responses - 13

Instructor Performance Exceeds
Expectations

Fully Meets
Expectations

Needs
Improvement

Does Not Meet
Expectations

Mean StD

Professionalism
(demeanor, respect for students, responsiveness, degree of preparation)

10 2 1 0 3.69 0.63

Knowledge/Technical Skills
(relevant examples, practical insights, appropriate applications, course objectives)

11 1 1 0 3.77 0.60

Presentation Skills
(organized, clear, summarizes theories and concepts, refers to prior and future topics)

8 4 1 0 3.54 0.66

Student Interaction
(utilizes questioning strategy, probes for understanding, involves students, thought-
provoking)

10 2 1 0 3.69 0.63

Feedback/Communication
(interactive, timely and specific feedback, available office hours)

9 3 1 0 3.62 0.65

Course Evaluation Exceeds
Expectations

Fully Meets
Expectations

Needs
Improvement

Does Not Meet
Expectations

Mean StD

How would you rate your ability to demonstrate mastery of the Course
Objectives? 5 6 2 0 3.23 0.73

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Mean StD

How likely are you to recommend this course? 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 5 3 3 9.23 1.99

Not At
All

Likely

         Extremely
Likely

Mean StD

Why did you answer the previous question the way you did? 

because i chose to plus, it's matter of common sense and important to you as well as it is to myself! (PSYC110-CMP_P-TCHSUMB11-DV_SHEROAK)
The class is interesting but it is alot of information for a intro level. (PSYC110-CMP_P-TCHSUMB11-DV_SHEROAK)
I do like the class, and I do enjoy the way it is taught, but how the teacher grades is a little harder than most teachers. I think how strict he is both good
and bad. (PSYC110-CMP_P-TCHSUMB11-DV_SHEROAK)
Prof Santos has a talent in getting students involved in the topics while in class. Many other classes that I have taken had students refusing to interact
with the rest of the class. (PSYC110-CMP_P-TCHSUMB11-DV_SHEROAK)
The lectures in the class do not cover the information on the quizs and they are worded to set you up to fail. (PSYC110-CMP_P-TCHSUMB11-
DV_SHEROAK)
Not very difficult, and explains all parts of the subject (PSYC110-CMP_P-TCHSUMB11-DV_SHEROAK)
it feels like the classes is graded heavily. This is the only class I have struggled with. (PSYC110-CMP_P-TCHSUMB11-DV_SHEROAK)
The Professor always comes to class prepared to give lectures. (PSYC110-CMP_P-TCHSUMB11-DV_SHEROAK)
Very informative class. Lots of information. (PSYC110-CMP_P-TCHSUMB11-DV_SHEROAK)
because you can learn a lot if you pay attention (PSYC110-CMP_P-TCHSUMB11-DV_SHEROAK)
hES A GREAT TEACHER, EXPLAINS EVERYTHING IN DETAIL (PSYC110-CMP_P-TCHSUMB11-DV_SHEROAK)
This course may be pretty tough for some but however is still interesting to learn about psychology and how the mind functions. (PSYC110-CMP_P-
TCHSUMB11-DV_SHEROAK)

What suggestions would you offer to strengthen this course experience for future students? 

i wish i knew! (PSYC110-CMP_P-TCHSUMB11-DV_SHEROAK)
The wording on quiz questions makes them difficult to answer correctly. The questions are unclear as to what they are asking for. (PSYC110-CMP_P-
TCHSUMB11-DV_SHEROAK)
I think that the lectures should be more focused on what's being tested, to ensure high percentages of success. (PSYC110-CMP_P-TCHSUMB11-
DV_SHEROAK)
The e-book that was used for this class is very confusing. When you use the search box to research a word or phrase, it does not bring up any text in
regards to the question. This is the first e-book that I have had this experience with. (PSYC110-CMP_P-TCHSUMB11-DV_SHEROAK)
Rewrite the quizs and or go over the information in the book. Also make sure the information taught is what the book states too. (PSYC110-CMP_P-
TCHSUMB11-DV_SHEROAK)
Questions in the quizzes should be worded a bit better. (PSYC110-CMP_P-TCHSUMB11-DV_SHEROAK)
Be really smart. (PSYC110-CMP_P-TCHSUMB11-DV_SHEROAK)
Change the book because the book is so confusing. (PSYC110-CMP_P-TCHSUMB11-DV_SHEROAK)
A room with a computer (PSYC110-CMP_P-TCHSUMB11-DV_SHEROAK)
None (PSYC110-CMP_P-TCHSUMB11-DV_SHEROAK)
NONE (PSYC110-CMP_P-TCHSUMB11-DV_SHEROAK)
I would suggest that students would stay on top of their work and study hard! (PSYC110-CMP_P-TCHSUMB11-DV_SHEROAK)
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January 2012 (Undergrad) 

PSYC110–Psychology–Santos, Franco–July 2011 (Undergrad)
Number of Responses - 11

Instructor Performance Exceeds
Expectations

Fully Meets
Expectations

Needs
Improvement

Does Not Meet
Expectations

Mean StD

Professionalism
(demeanor, respect for students, responsiveness, degree of preparation)

9 2 0 0 3.82 0.40

Knowledge/Technical Skills
(relevant examples, practical insights, appropriate applications, course objectives)

10 1 0 0 3.91 0.30

Presentation Skills
(organized, clear, summarizes theories and concepts, refers to prior and future topics)

9 2 0 0 3.82 0.40

Student Interaction
(utilizes questioning strategy, probes for understanding, involves students, thought-
provoking)

8 3 0 0 3.73 0.47

Feedback/Communication
(interactive, timely and specific feedback, available office hours)

8 2 0 1 3.55 0.93

Course Evaluation Exceeds
Expectations

Fully Meets
Expectations

Needs
Improvement

Does Not Meet
Expectations

Mean StD

How would you rate your ability to demonstrate mastery of the Course
Objectives? 7 4 0 0 3.64 0.50

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Mean StD

How likely are you to recommend this course? 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 1 7 10.18 1.63

Not At
All

Likely

         Extremely
Likely

Mean StD

Why did you answer the previous question the way you did? 

sexy (PSYC110-ACC_X-TCHSUMA11-DV_SHEROAK)
The course material is really interesting and fun to learn and understand. (PSYC110-ACC_X-TCHSUMA11-DV_SHEROAK)
n/a (PSYC110-ACC_X-TCHSUMA11-DV_SHEROAK)
Psychology is a real science and should be required for everyone. (PSYC110-ACC_X-TCHSUMA11-DV_SHEROAK)
Because i beleive that this is a great course and that anyone can learn alot from it. (PSYC110-ACC_X-TCHSUMA11-DV_SHEROAK)
It was a intresting class. (PSYC110-ACC_X-TCHSUMA11-DV_SHEROAK)
He is a great teacher and understand and mastered what he teaches (PSYC110-ACC_X-TCHSUMA11-DV_SHEROAK)
I learned a lot from this class (PSYC110-ACC_X-TCHSUMA11-DV_SHEROAK)
i love the way he tought us for shotr courses. (PSYC110-ACC_X-TCHSUMA11-DV_SHEROAK)
Proffesor Franco really cares about each student to the point where he knows eachone buy first name.Very flexible.Easy to get intouch with for any class
related issues. (PSYC110-ACC_X-TCHSUMA11-DV_SHEROAK)

What suggestions would you offer to strengthen this course experience for future students? 
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